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To Yari Stilo who recognises the potential
I offer eternal gratitude
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Freedoming is a moment-to-moment practice of setting the Self free.
Practising setting the Self free may eventualise in becoming and being Freedom.
Freedom is how you sense, receive, and feel Freedom to be.
Freedom is why you sense, receive, and feel Freedom to be.
Freedom is what you sense, receive, and feel Freedom to be.
Freedom is infinite. Freedom knows no borders. It knows no beginning. Neither does it know any end.
Potentially you are Freedom.
You embody the potential to be Freedom. You may become Freedom. You may be Freedom. Yet, to be Freedom
you first need to practise setting yourself free. You need to become proficient at setting yourself free from the
external, from the internal, and from the in-between.
Freedom has no opposition. Neither is Freedom opposition to any existence.
Limitation that exists as opposition to Freedom on earth is an artificial construct. It is an illusion designed for the
sake of manipulation and control. This very awareness may greatly support setting the Self free within the reality of
bountiful regulation.
Freedom begins when and where you notice that you are imprisoned and that you imprison. You see that
everything around you is imprisoned and that everything around you imprisons. You realise that the world is
imprisoned and that the world is a prison. The world imprisons and you are a prison.
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When and where you are ready, you recognise omnipresent imprisonment. You sense, receive, and feel rampant
limitation, manipulation, and control. You sense, receive, and feel how fabricated, bridled and repressed you are.
You sense, receive, and feel how you fabricate, bridle, and repress.
(T)here is neither negative judgment nor positive appreciation. None of the exists within Source.
Limitation, manipulation and control happen externally, internally, and in-between. When and where you are ready,
you allow yourself to sense, receive, and feel how commanded you are and how you command externally,
internally, and in-between. This is when and where the potential for you to be Freedom may be discharged. This is
when and where you Freedom may be conceived. This is when and where you have a choice. You may either
continue living within the reality of imprisonment or begin to set yourself free.
Freedom desires you to choose.
Freedom is fine with your every choice.
(T)here is neither negative judgment nor positive appreciation. None of them exists within Source.
Freedom is a choice.
The choice is never ultimate. You cannot decide once and for all. Freedom desires to be chosen endlessly.
Freedom desires to be chosen again and again. Freedom desires to be chosen more and more.
(T)here is neither negative judgment nor positive appreciation. None of them exists within Source.
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Freedoming is a choice either. Practising setting the Self free is an endless choice. Choosing to set the Self free
happens breath by breath, sensation by sensation, thought by thought. The choice is never ultimate. You cannot
decide once and for all. Freedoming desires to be practised limitlessly. Freedoming desires to be practised again
and again. Freedoming desires to be practised more and more.
Freedoming expands the potential for you to become Freedom. It, however, does not guarantee that you become
Freedom. You becoming Freedom on earth may actually never happen. Yet, the final result is of no relevance. What
matters is your moment-to-moment practising Freedoming for it is only within the Now of now and within the Here
of here that Freedom may materialise and manifest as you.
When and where you are ready, Freedom materialises and manifests as you. When and where you are ready, you
Freedom materialise and manifest.
___
You choosing to practise Freedoming originates with your desire, thirst, and hunger for YOUnique.
YOUnique is how, why, what you are beyond, beneath, in between all the limitation, manipulation, and control.
YOUnique is how, why, what you are in, with, through Freedom.
YOUnique is how, why, what you Freedom are.
YOUnique are how, why, what you are beyond, beneath, in between all the limitation, manipulation, and control.
YOUnique are how, why, what you are in, with, through Freedom.
YOUnique are how, why, what you Freedom are.
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When and where you become desperate with prevalent imprisonment, you are ready to sense, receive, and feel
YOUnique.
Freedoming calls for total attention, crystal-clear determination, and absolute (self)love.
Freedoming requires trust and alertness. Trusting how, why, what you are heartens YOUnique. Practising alertness
sensitises you to the ubiquitous limitation, manipulation, and control.
Freedoming is an act of engagement, dedication, and consistency. You need to engage with your practice again
and again. Again and again you need to demonstrate your devotion. Consistently sensing, receiving, and feeling
YOUnique again and again. Consistently sensing, receiving, and feeling YOUnique more and more.
Allowing yourself to be desperate for YOUnique you naturally begin to infinitely engage in, with, through
Freedoming.
When and where you are ready, you Freedom are.
You know when and where you are ready.
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